DNP (dynamic networks of processes) is a variant of the language introduced by Kahn and MacQueen [ll, 121. In the language it is possible to create new processes dynamically. We present a complete, formal denotational semantics for the language, along the lines sketched by Kahn and MacQueen. An informal explanation of the formal semantics is also given.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we define the denotational semantics of DNP (dynamic networks of processes), a language introduced by Kahn and MacQueen [ll, 121 . A DNP program describes a network of parallel computing stations (processes) which are interconnected by channels. Processes can only communicate via these channels; there is no sharing of variables. The channels are possibly infinite queues of values. Communication is asynchronous. The computing stations can "expand" into subnetworks, which will be connected to the rest of the network by the original channels. The process that caused the expansion may remain active and become part of the new subnetwork. This is called a keep.
Kahn and MacQueen define the meaning of a DNP process as a function from input histories to output histories. A history is a possibly infinite sequence modeling the values transmitted through a channel. An intuitive treatment of Authors' current addresses: A. de Bruin, Faculty of Economics, Erasmus University, P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, the Netherlands; W. Bohm, Dept. of Computer Science, The University, Oxford Road, Manchester Ml3 9PL, UK. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. the semantics of this kind of parallel program is given in [ll] . However, it is not specified precisely how to obtain the meaning of a single process from its program text; but an informal treatment is given of how the meaning of a network is derived from the constituent processes and the network topology. In this paper we give a complete formal semantics of the language.
SYNTAX
To keep the definition of the semantics short, we use a stripped version of DNP, defined by the following BNF-like syntax.
We use the following syntactic classes as primitives:
x E Var 
. , C,).
A channel is called an input channel if it occurs before the semicolon, and an output channel if it occurs after it. E E Ndef. Network definitions E ::= [Bl 11 . . ./I B,J, with the restriction that it must be possible to partition the set of all channels occurring in E into three subclasses:
Inchan( viz., the channels that occur once and only once as input channels. Outchan(E), viz., the channels that occur once and only once as output channels. Intch(E), viz., the internal channels that occur twice, once as input channels and once as output channels.
S E Stat. Statements -for all statements occurring in S of the form expand E: Inchan = (C,, . . . , C,), Outchan(E) = (C,,,, . . . , C,,,). Every instantiation B in E that is a keep must be of the form keep P(Cl, . . . ) CL; c;+1,. . . , CL) (i.e., P must be the process name that occurs on the left-hand side of the t symbol in the process declaration).
A E Prog. Programs
A ::= (T,, . . . , T,,:P(Cl, . . . , Ck; &+I, . . . , Cm)), where P(C,, . . . , Ck; Ck+l,. . . , C,), and all instantiations in all Z'i are well formed with respect to T,, . . . , T,,. Here, well-formedness is defined as follows. Let T,, . . . . T, be a sequence of process declarations and (keep) P'(C,, . . . , Ck; C k+l, ***, C,,,) an instantiation B. We call B well-formed with respect to T,, . . . , T,, iff there is a Ti in T,, . . . , T,, of the form P'(C,', . . . , CA; C' k+l, . . . , C&) t begin S ' end.
Remarks. An expand statement "expand E" occurring in a process declared as T = P(C,, . . . , Ck; Ck+l, . . . , C,) t begin S end replaces the process T by a subnetwork of processes connected to the rest of the graph by the channels in Inchan U Outchan(E). The processes in the subnetwork are interconnected by the channels in Intch(E), that is, after an expansion all external channels will still be in use and connected to the outside world. The restriction imposed on the class of declarations guarantees these properties for all expand statements. If an instantiation in E is a keep, then the new process inherits the data and control environment of the original process; that is, it will proceed with the statement following "expand E." The other instantiations are fresh copies of processes starting at the first statement with all variables initialised on the value undefined. Note that there is no declaration of variables. All variables are strictly local to the process they occur in; there is no sharing.
AN EXAMPLE PROGRAM AND ITS ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS
The following DNP program sorts a sequence of nonnegative numbers followed by -1. This is a simplified version of pipeline sort from [5, Sect. 4.2.11. Figure 1 depicts the initial network.
A sort process reads one number from the channel "unsorted," creates a fresh sort process in front of it, and inserts the number just read into a sorted subsequence which it expects from the channel "subsequence." The resulting sorted subsequence is written onto channel "sorted." Sort creates a process in front of it by means of the expansion: expand [ sort(unsorted,subsequencel; sorted,emptyl) 11 keep sort(emptyl,subsequence; subsequencel,empty) I which is pictured in Figure 2 . The new sort process in Figure 2 is a fresh copy of sort, which will deal with the remaining numbers sent on channel "unsorted." The old sort process is a keep which will manipulate the number it just read. Bottom is a process which just sends an empty (thus sorted) subsequence to the first sort process. Sorting the sequence, 2, 5, 3, -1 proceeds as shown in Figure 3 .
We now give the program text. (1) fbomm w = f-l), We now present an informal justification of these equations. The first one is easy: the process bottom does not read from its input channel, and the only item it writes on its output channel is the value -1. So fbttom is a constant function that yields for all input histories X the one element history (-1). The behavior of main is also straightforward. This process expands into a network consisting of a sort and a bottom process. For the output history Y of fmain, (2) must hold. Here X corresponds to the channel "unsorted," Y to "sorted," U to "empty," and V to "subsequence." The complicated case is the behavior of sort, which can be described in three stages. During the last stage, corresponding to the last three lines in the declaration of sort, the input from "subsequence" is copied to the output channel "sorted." This behavior is captured in the function fCOPy in (6). The first argument of this function corresponds to the value of the variable y, the last value read form "subsequence." Now (3) follows as the only effect of the process sort when it reads -1 from "unsorted" is to read the first element from "subsequence" and do the copying.
The last eight lines in the declaration of sort describe a merge process captured by the function fmerge. First, all values from "subsequence" not greater than x (the value read from input channel "unsorted") are copied to "sorted." Then 3c is inserted in "sorted," and finally the rest of the "subsequence" is copied to "sorted,"
as described by fcopy. All this is captured in (5) . Finally, the expansion in sort is described by (4) . A fresh copy of sort is generated, described by fsort, and the keep process will execute the body of sort after the expand statement. This last behavior is captured by fmerge. In (4), x corresponds to the value of the local variable x in sort, which is equal to the value just read from "unsorted," and X, Y, U, V, W, and 2 correspond to the channels "unsorted," "subsequence," "sorted," "empty," " emptyl," and "subsequencel" respectively. The meaning of the program is the meaning of the initial network, viz., fmain.
In these equations three forms of recursion occur. The simplest is the recursive definition off merge in (5), which stems from the fact that fmerge models the behavior of a while statement. In (4), two kinds of recursion can be observed. First, the histories Z and Ware defined recursively because the subnetwork in which they occur is cyclic. Second, fmd is defined recursively, which stems from the fact that fsort models the behavior of an expand statement in sort. In [ 111, Kahn showed informally that the behavior of the system will in fact be captured by the smallest solution of the above equations (i.e., the solution with the shortest output histories).
In the formal semantics in Section 4 these recursive definitions are taken care of by the least fixed-point definitions 4 The above equations are sufficient to show that the network indeed yields a sorted permutation of the input sequence [5, Sect. 5.21 . The fact that the system corresponds to the smallest solution of (l)-(6) is not needed for the proof, which runs as follows. We have to prove that fSOrt(X, Y) yields a sorted permutation of X and Y, provided that Y is sorted and that X and Y are well formed (i.e., consist of positive integers and a final -1). This can be done using (4) by induction on the length of X. We need a proposition on the behavior of fmerpe for this proof, stating that if Y is, sorted and well formed then fmer&, X, Y) yields a sorted permutation of (x ) Y. This proposition can be proved by induction on the length of Y, using Eq. (5) and a similar proposition on fc,.
SEMANTICS
In this section we present concisely the semantical domains and functions. The next section is devoted to some explanatory remarks. The reader is invited to skim the definitions first, and afterwards study them in the order suggested by the explanations in Section 5.
We make use of the following notational conventions: Concatenation is denoted by . Projection is denoted by subscripts or by a down arrow J (e.g., if z = (a, b, c), then xp = b and x 1 3 = c). -p denotes the least fixed-point operator (e.g., if X is a cpo and f E X + X is continuous, then pf is the smallest element in X such that f (pf) = pf).
Domains
Values 6 E V (undefined E V) States 
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DISCUSSION
In the headings of the following subsections we refer to the corresponding semantic clauses from Section 4. We assume acquaintance with the concepts of denational semantics as provided in, for example, [lo, 13, 171. test x = y and both x and y are not initialized?) We do not work this out here because the emphasis is on the semantics of concurrency and process creation. For the same reason we do not make V a cpo. We could have included the value I modeling a nonterminating evaluation of an expression. Some remarks on the consequence of introducing these features are made in Section 7. States are defined in the usual way. Each process has its own state; there is no sharing of variables between processes. Note that 2 is a set and not a cpo. A history is a finite or infinite sequence of values. On the class of histories we do impose a cpo structure by defining 71 c 72 iff 71 is a prefix of TV. The bottom element in V" is the empty sequence ( ), and all infinite sequences are maximal (if 71 E 72 and 71 is infinite, then 71 = PJ. In contrast to the approach in sequential programs, a nonterminating process is not modeled by a bottom element I, but by one or more infinite output histories (provided of course that the nonterminating process does not stop generating output).
Channel Contents and
Processes. In Section 3 we defined (like Kahn and MacQueen) the meaning of a process as a function from tuples of histories to tuples of histories. Our approach follows these lines, but as we define the semantics of a process declaration in a compositional way (by induction on the structure of its body), we cannot easily use functions on tuples of histories because when we define the meaning of a statement containing a channel variable, the position of that channel variable in the input or output tuple is no longer known. Instead, we apply the mechanism as customary for states: the meaning of a statement is a function from channel contents to channel contents, where a channel contents associates a history with every channel variable.
So the meaning of a program A will be a process, a function that might be called a "channel contents transformer." Such a process (Y takes a channel contents E E Chcont, which models the histories on its inputs channels and yields the resulting histories on its output channels, consisting of all values written there by the program. It has been justified in [ll] that denotations of programs are continuous, so we allow only continuous functions from Chcont to Chcont in Process. Notice that there are infinite objects in Chcont, the results of infinite computations. Usually infinite computations are modeled by a bottom element, but our semantics yields a well-defined and useful result: we are not interested in a "final" result, but rather in the sequence of outputs produced during the computation.
Process Generators and Environments.
In the end, the meaning MIS] of a statement will be a process, but this process depends on the meaning of the process names occurring in S. We therefore have to provide M[Sj with an argument, namely, an environment. A process declaration yields a "formal process" which is a process in terms of the formal channel names, but an instantiation must yield a process in terms of the actuals. To this end, the domain of process generators is introduced. A generator accepts a finite list of actual input channels and a finite list of actual output channels and yields the actual process.
For a normal instantiation (i.e., not a keep) the formal process, and thus the corresponding process generator, is derived from its declaration. This is modeled by the first component of an environment. For a keep the formal process must be supplied explicitly (because it is defined by the execution of the rest of the program, following the expand statement which contains the keep), and this is modeled by the second component of an environment. We therefore use continuation semantics. We give M[S&y an extra argument 0, a continuation, which is meant to model the future of the computation (i.e., B supplies the meaning of the statements to be executed after S). In other words, if 0 specifies how execution proceeds once the right-hand end of S has been reached, M[SIJrtl specifies execution starting from the left-hand end of S. Continuations are due to Strachey and Wadsworth [18] and Morris [14] . An easy introduction to this topic can be found in [ or resumes the process in which the expand statement occurs (keep). The meaning M[BJ y Oa of an instantiation B in an environment y is a process (Y E Process which corresponds to executing the body of B (see also Section 51.3). The arguments 0 and u are those associated with the expand statement in which the instantiation occurs. For normal instantiations we obtain the process generator from the first component of the environment and the process name. We then apply this generator to the actual channels, and this yields the actual process.
A keep corresponds to the expanding process, which remains active after execution of the expansion. This process will start executing the statements (dynamically) following the expand statement, and is therefore described by the continuation 6 associated with the expand statement. The starting state is the state u in which the original process expanded. So the formal process we need is 0a.
Declarations M[TlJ (4.2.5). The meaning MI[
Tlr of a declaration T in an environment y is a new environment: with a process name P two functions & and & are associated (see also the discussion of the domain Env in Section 5.1.3). First, &; this function expects a process (Y specified in terms of the formal input and output channels Ci, and two lists of actual channel names Cr. It yields the actual process. This formal-actual transformation proceeds in two stages. The contents of the actual input channels are given by c. First E is transformed to t', which models the same input, but now in terms of the formals. Thus LYC' yields the right output, but in terms of the formals. This is rewritten to an element of Chcont in terms of the actuals in the X-expression:
For the function &, a formal process does not have to be supplied explicitly. It will be derived from the declaration T by evaluating its body with respect to the empty continuation (after execution of the body no further writes will occur on the output channels) in an initial state where all variables are undefined. Notice that all process generators /3, which can be defined through Section 4.2.5, will write on their output channels only; that is, for all E we have @(Cl, * * *, Cn>*(G, * * a, CL)&=()unlessC=C[.
Programs M[A] (4.2.6
). The meaning of a program is the meaning of its body evaluated in the environment determined by the declarations. Notice that the definition is recursive in +. This is needed because there can be recursive instantiations in the bodies of the Ti.
Statements iU[SJ (4.2.2)
. M[Snyc?ut yields a channel contents t' describing the histories on the output channels resulting from executing S followed by the future computation as described by the continuation 8. S is executed in a state u with respect to an environment y where the contents of the input channels are given by t. and after that proceeding as given by the continuation 0. Therefore, the effect of an assignment is captured by applying the continuation to the updated state. The contents of the input channels do not change because no input is read. A similar remark applies to the definition of 7 in the definition of the meaning of programs (4.2.6).
Input (4.2.2.5).
In defining the meaning of a read statement two cases can be discriminated. If the input channel is empty, the process is blocked; it will have no effect on its output channels (i.e., it yields XC.( )). As the process is blocked, the continuation, which models the future of the computation, must be ignored. Remember that our semantics assumes that all input that will be supplied to a process is given by the initial channel contents, there is no such thing modeled in our semantics as a process waiting for input.
If the input channel is not empty, then read (x, C) is equivalent to the assignments x := first element of C; C := rest of C.
Output (4.2.2.6).
Consider the write statement "write(t, C)" evaluated with respect to a continuation 0. For all channels except C this statement is equivalent to the empty statement. The output history on C consists of the value oft followed by what will be written on C in the future.
A discussion of the expand statement will be given after we have treated network definitions.
Network definitions MI[Ej (4.2.4).
To model the expand statement we need to find the (smallest) solution of a set of equations in history-valued l A. de Bruin and W. E%hm variables, derived from the topology of the new network. Consider as an example an expansion into the net in Figure 4 .
According to Kahn, the global behavior of the net is described by an operator which takes an input history x and yields an output history u. This operator is derived by solving the equations
This is equivalent to deriving the least fixed-point of X(y, z). (F(n, z) , G(y) J l), where G(y) 4 1 corresponds to output on the channel labelled z. In our approach we follow the same line of thought, but now in terms of channel contents. This means that we need to find the least fixed-point of an operator from Chcont to Chcont. This is accomplished in two stages. First we describe the behavior of the processes in the network as if they were not interconnected (i.e., the internal channels occur twice but the two occurrences are not yet related). In terms of the example above we derive the operator M[Ej, which is pictured in Figure 5 . This is what Eq. 4.2.4 describes.
Let us try to show this result more precisely. The network in Figure 4 can be expressed in our syntax as the statement This operator corresponds to the one sketched in Figure 5 . We call this operator (YE. The next stage consists of "connecting the internal channels" in a~; and that is what Muexpand En is supposed to realize.
Expand Statement Muexpand E] (4.2.2.7)
. Here is the second stage. We have derived an operator M [E J-y&r and now we will transform it into an operator a*, of which we will take the fixed point. a'* essentially connects the internal channels. In terms of the example, @* rephrases the operator X(y, z). (F(x, z) , G(y) 4 1) as a function from Chcont to C/wont. Note that we cannot simply take the fixed point of M[E]yOa because the global input given by c in the definition must be supplied explicitly. Note also that the results on the internal channels are invisible from outside the expand statement. or, using the results on ffE,
In other words, a* is an operator that takes a channel contents e" and yields an E" E Chcont which is empty on all channels except Y, 2, and U, where it assumes the above values.
This means that G* is indeed equivalent to 0, and therefore the least fixedpoint pa* yields the same values in Y, 2, and U as ~0. Or, more precisely, we have ((P@*)Y, (P@'*)Z (P@*)u) = PO. More care has to be exercised in dealing with 4.2.4 (network definitions), because as it stands concat (cul, . . . , (~k)t is not continuous in either ai or E. In fact, concat is not even monotonic, which can be seen by taking tlC = ( ), tzC = (x), cq = X6.6 and CY~ = x~.Xc.(y), where x #y. Now concat(cq, a2)tlC = (y) and concat(a~, LY&~C = (X ). The problem here is that ai and aj might write on the same output channel. In fact, this is the only obstacle; if we assume that the ai are such that an output clash cannot occur, then concat is continuous. Also, the discontinuity of concat does not seem to be essential in the sense that, after a finite number of approximations ci, concut(al, . . . , (Y& will "choose" the right and final aj (i.e., the same as concut(ai, . . . , ak)(Uti)). In fact, we can make concut continuous by providing V" with a richer structure than that of cpo, (see also PROOF. Induction on the structure of A. Notice that we have to check that Env restricted as above is a cpo (i.e., the hub of a chain of clean environments must itself be clean). However, this follows immediately from a similar fact on process generators. Notice also that in case A 1 Z', (1) . In fact this analysis shows that all environments that correspond to valid declarations T,, . . . , T,, are clean; that is, all environments that can occur in the inductive definition of a program using the clauses from Section 4 are clean.
AN APPLICATION
The semantics we have constructed are not very well suited to proving the correctness of DNP programs. In Section 3 we gave a simple correctness proof, taking as a starting point properties of the history functions that we derived from the example program in an informal way. Now we can add rigor to these proofs, because we can derive these functions from our semantics. The sequel to this section is devoted to a description of the derivation of Eqs. (3)- (6) keep sort (empty subsequence; subsequencel, empty)] S merge = read (y, subsequence); while (y L 0 and y I X) do write (y, sorted); read (y, subsequence) od, write (x, sorted) SCopY = while y > 0 do write (y, sorted); read (y, subsequence) od; write (-1, sorted).
We also need a couple of semantic objects:
u. = Xn.undefined; co = XC.( ); r = environment corresponding to the evaluation of the declaration of the program from Section 3, according to clause 4.2.6.
The derivation of fc, from SCopY can best be done in three stages:
(1) ecopy = MuSco,,ll"I~o; Here it is assumed that cy2 takes as input histories El on channel "emptyl" and Y on "subsequence", while it yields histories Sl and E on channels "subsequencel" and "empty".
We have now obtained a situation like the one described in Sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6. A line of reasoning similar to the one we followed there will lead us to the conclusion that the meaning of the corresponding expand statement is a process that takes inputs X and Y on "unsorted" and "subsequence" and yields output histories SO and E on "sorted" and "empty", where SO and E are defined by the smallest solution of 1 (SO, El) = LAX, 81) (Sl, E) = L&o, El, Y).
This immediately yields Eq. (4) in Section 3.
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

Conclusions
In this paper we have given a completely formal definition of DNP, both of its syntax and its semantics. Apart from minor details (e.g., value parameters), all ideas introduced in [ll, 121 have been covered. A formal semantics can serve as a test of the informal description of a language. Kahn's language did well in this respect, as we did not find ambiguities. The original papers did have some omissions, however, due to the fact that they introduced some new ideas which were embedded in (a number of variants of) a language that remained sketchy. However, the parts that were not specified precisely could be filled-in in a natural way. The contributions of our paper are that we have formalized three notions: expansions, containing "keeps" (introduced in passing in [12, Sect. 2.71); a method to derive history functions from a program text (there is a hint in [ll] of McCarthy's method-we have applied the standard techniques from denotational semantics); and a means to define the semantics of recursive expand statements.
The original paper ([ll, Sect. 41); [12] does not deal with formal semantics) was very concise on the last notion. Moreover, recursive expansion is not treated in its full form; the paper only describes nodes that expand immediately (i.e., corresponding in our syntax to a process consisting of only one (expand) statement). An example was given in [ll] (see Figure 6 ), but it does not show the full power of expansion, as it merely builds a "g,-generator" which yields for all input histories the output pg2 (whenever g needs input from F, F expands and generates a g-node that provides the input for the original g-node; g therefore yields as output the lub of the chain gz( ) r g2(g2( )) G . . . . which is gg2). An equivalent nonexpanding network is given in Figure 7 (DUP copies its input to both its output channels. NIL does nothing). Kahn provides the following equations, which should define the meaning of the network in J' = @l~F.~~.gG'(f(~, dG~X.glV'(f(& X)))l)))l.
Possible Extensions and Topics for Further Research
An interesting idea is to add a bottom element I to the set of values V and to turn it into a flat cpo. The value I is intended to capture the notion of a nonterminating evaluation of an expression. The first consequence is that the evaluation of a Boolean expression might not terminate also; we must therefore make (true, false), the set of truth values, a flat cpo by adding a bottom element I there too. We must make the (denotation of the) relational operators strict (e.g., M[x = yja = I if M[xju = I or it4[yjc = I). Z now turns into a cpo also. If the value of a variable in a state u equals I, we declare (r as a whole to be bottom, because the only information needed about such a state is that it is the "result" of a nonterminating computation. So we turn Z into a flat cpo and we make Xa.XG.a]G/x] strict in u and 6 (i.e., 1[6/x] = a[l/r] = I).
Another consequence is that all continuations that we work with have to be strict: 81 = ht. XC.( ), for proceeding after we have obtained the "result" of a nonterminating computation should not generate any more output. We therefore redefine the domain of the continuations into Cont = t: *a Process (here A -+s B denotes the set of all strict functions from A to B). MIread (x, C)jr&~ = e(a[first(tC)/x])(t[rest(tC)/C]). At first sight, making X&X7.( 8)&~ strict in 6 appears to save 4.2.2.6, but this is not so. If the evaluation of the value to be written does not terminate, then there should be no more output, not only on the channel to be written to by the write statement but on all other output channels as well. The solution is to define a strict operator app(d, C, 6) ("prefix the history on channel C in t with value 8") by apz-0, C, ~1 = AC.{ >, and for all 6 E V not equal to I, We conclude that it is possible to accommodate nontermination of the evaluation of expressions in a straightforward way. This is due to the fact that only restricted operations on histories are used; if we would have more complications there, then we have to resort to other solutions, as described for instance in [6] .
Next, a few remarks on the value undefined E V. Similar techniques can be applied here: a process could flag the use of an uninitialized variable as an error. An appropriate action would be to write the value undefined on all output channels and to terminate. Upon receipt of this value, any other process would do the same thing. This can be built into our semantics in the same way as nontermination. Some care has to be exercised if we combine this idea with the addition of I to our domains. For instance, the construct undefined +-I, I should yield undefined. We do not investigate this further here.
As the reader might appreciate, giving the formal denotational semantics of a language like DNP is not an easy task. Also, Section 6 makes clear that to give a rigorous formal proof of the properties of DNP programs using this semantics is also not easy. Further research is needed; tools must be built which can be used in such proofs. For instance, we could try to formalize "McCarthy's method," using which the equations in Section 3 were derived from the program text. We could try to build a set of lemmas that could be used to generate such equations. Our semantics could then be used to prove the lemmas. Another idea is to build a Hoare-like system for DNP (see, for instance, [19] for a proof system for a similar language), or a proof system built on temporal logic, and then to justify such a system using the semantics given here. Another direction for future research might be to use our semantics to validate and prove the equivalence of various execution methods for DNP programs, for instance, the "coroutine mode" versus the "parallel mode" of execution mentioned in [ 12, Sect. 31 . Some work has already been done: Kahn mentions [7] , more recent work is reported in [2, 3, 81 , but it is all based on a subset of DNP (e.g., allowing only static networks with restricted I/O behavior).
The Relation Between this Paper and Other Work
There are few denotational semantics of languages for parallel programming to be found in the literature that are worked out as completely as this one (the only one we were able to find is [9] , dealing with CSP). This is not very surprising: a semantics like ours tends to be complicated, as we have seen, even for a relatively simple language for parallel programming such as DNP, which can be handled using the classical domains from denotational semantics as devised by Scott (see, e.g., [13, 171) .
As soon as parallelism is combined with nondeterminism, more intricate domains are needed. Plotkin [15] , Smyth [16] , and later de Bakker [4] have worked on this. Such domains have been used to provide the semantics of some notions occurring in languages for parallel programming. For instance, in [4] a small language is defined especially for this purpose, which contains a variant of the CSP communication mechanism. Another way to deal with the complexity of nondeterminism and parallelism is to resort to operational semantics. For instance, in [l] such a semantics is introduced and then used for a justification of a proof system. As far as we know, this paper is the first one in which a fully formal semantics of expansion has been given. Our treatment of parameter passing also seems to be new.
